Abstract. We prove that a (2m? n + 1)-connected map f : M m ! X n from a compact PL m-manifold M to a generalized n-manifold X with the disjoint disks property, 3m 2n ? 2, is homotopic to a tame embedding. There is also a controlled version of this result, as well as a version for noncompact M and proper maps f that are properly (2m? n + 1)-connected. The techniques developed lead to a general position result for arbitrary maps f : M ! X, 3m 2n ? 2, and a Whitney trick for separating PL submanifolds of X that have intersection number 0, analogous to the well-known results when X is a manifold.
Introduction
The recent discovery of exotic generalized manifolds in dimensions > 5 opened a number of questions about the geometric topology of these spaces 3]. Previously conjectured by Cannon 4 ] to be topological manifolds if they satis ed a minimal general position property known as the disjoint disks property (DDP), these spaces may, in fact, fail to be topological manifolds in a very strong sense. In 13, 14], Quinn associated to any connected generalized n-manifold, n 4, a local index {(X) 2 1 + 8Z, which, combined with Edwards' CE-approximation theorem 6], leads to the celebrated Edwards-Quinn characterization of topological manifolds: if n 5, a generalized n-manifold with the DDP is a topological manifold if and only if {(X) = 1. In 3], generalized n-manifolds having arbitrary local index are constructed in all dimensions > 5.
Quinn's work 13, 14] on the characterization of topological manifolds also bridges important decomposition theoretic aspects of manifold theory to the surgery classication of manifolds 19] . As pointed out by Cappell, closed generalized n-manifolds with non-unitary local index naturally correct structural anomalies observed in the surgery classi cation of manifolds, namely, the failure of Siebenmann periodicity for closed manifolds 11, 12] . This strongly supports the viewpoint that the class of manifolds should be expanded to include these newly discovered spaces, but dicult questions concerning the extent to which they resemble topological manifolds have to be answered before a truly convincing case can be made.
This paper is part of our program for studying the local-global topology of generalized manifolds in higher dimensions. We extend embedding techniques from PL topology to the case in which the ambient space X n is a generalized n-manifold with the disjoint disks property, n 5. More speci cally, we establish analogues of Hudson's codimension three embedding theorem 9] for embeddings of PL manifolds M m , ! X n . We will present proofs for embeddings in the metastable range, 3m 2n ? 2. Using decomposition theory methods, we obtain a version of the Theorem 1.1. Suppose that X n , n 5, is a generalized n-manifold with the disjoint disks property, M m is a compact PL m-manifold, 3m 2n?2, and f : M ! X is a (2m ? n + 2)-connected map, such that fj@M is (2m ? n)-connected. Then f is homotopic to a 1-LCC embedding f 0 : M ! X. Moreover, if fj@M is an embedding, then we can get f 0 j@M = fj@M.
The methods employed in the proof of the theorem also allow us to remove certain shortcomings in the general position results of 2] and 20]. Cannon observed early on that the disjoint disks property was su cient to guarantee that any map of a 2-complex into a generalized n-manifold with the DDP, n 5, could be approximated by embeddings 5]. Bryant 2] and Walsh 20] were able to establish general position theorems for maps of arbitrary polyhedra (or compacta) in the sense that maps of any two such objects can be approximated by maps whose images intersect in the dimension predicted by general position. In particular, one could approximate a map of a k-dimensional polyhedron into a generalized n-manifold with the DDP by an embedding, provided that 2k + 1 n. Once this dimensional restriction is relaxed, however, the results of 2] and 20] have an unfortunate shortcoming: although the singular set of a map of a k-dimensional polyhedron or compactum into a DDP generalized n-manifold can be made to have dimension at most 2k ?n, the singular set might be dense in the domain. This can have a severe dampening e ect on attempts to reproduce inductive arguments one is accustomed to exploiting in PL topology. Here, we recover general position properties of the type satis ed by mappings into a PL manifold (Theorem 5.4).
We also obtain a controlled version of the above result, with a view toward the study of the local topology of generalized manifolds. Theorem 1.2. Suppose that X n , n 5, is a generalized n-manifold with the disjoint disks property. For every > 0 there exist > 0 and > 0 such that if M m is a compact PL m-manifold, 3m 2n?2, and f : M ! X is a map such that f is ( ; 2m ? n + 2)-connected over X and fj@M is ( ; 2m ? n)-connected over X, then f is -homotopic to a 1-LCC embedding. Moreover, if fj@M is an embedding, then we can get f 0 j@M = fj@M.
Although we state the theorems for embeddings of compact manifolds, the techniques work just as well for closed mappings of noncompact manifolds, provided proper connectivity assumptions are made. In the noncompact versions and are replaced by positive functions on X.
As a corollary to Theorem 1.2 we get a version of Stan'ko's 1-LCC approximation theorem for embeddings in generalized manifolds 18]. Corollary 1.3. Suppose that f : M ! X is a topological embedding of a PL mmanifoldM into a generalized n-manifoldX, n 5, with the disjoint disks property, 3m 2n ? 2. Then f is approximable by 1-LCC embeddings. Moreover, if fj@M is a 1-LCC embedding then the approximations can be made to agree with f on @M.
2. Definitions and Preliminary Results All spaces are metric spaces, and the terms map and mapping shall be synonymous with continuous function. A compact ANR X admits a contractibility function T : (0; r 0 ) ! (0; 1) having the properties that lim r!0 T(r) = 0, T(r) r, and metric balls of radius < r homotopically contract to a point inside balls of radius < T(r).
If g: A ! B is a map, realize the mapping cylinder C g , as usual, as the quotient:
where (x; 1) g(x). The mapping cylinder projection : C ! B is de ned by (x; t) = g(x) if x 2 A and (y) = y if y 2 B. If S is a subset of A, then the reduced mapping cylinder C g (mod S) is the quotient of C g in which (x; t) g(x)
for all t 2 I when x 2 S. De nition 2.1.
this implies that if (Q; P) is a relative k-complex (i.e., dim(QrP) k), then any map : (Q; P) ! (C f ; Y ) is homotopic, rel jP to a mapping into Y .
(ii) Given > 0, f is said to be ( ; k)-connected if there exists > 0 such that for each relative k-complex (Q; P) and map : (Q; P) ! (N ; Y ), where N is the -neighborhood of Y I in C f , is -homotopic over X, rel jP, to a mapping into Y . A generalized n-manifold (n-gm) X is a locally compact, ( nite dimensional) euclidean neighborhood retract (ENR) such that for each x 2 X, H k (X; Xrfxg; Z) = H k (R n ; R n r f0g; Z). (R n denotes euclidean n-space and Zdenotes the integers.)
An n-gm X, n 5, has the disjoint disks property (DDP) if every pair of maps of the 2-cell B 2 into X can be approximated arbitrarily closely by maps that have disjoint images. A subset A of X is 1-LCC in X if for each x 2 A and neighborhood U of x in X, there is a neighborhood V of x in X lying in U such that the inclusion induced homomorphism 1 (V r A) ! 1 (U r A) is trivial. A polyhedron P in a (topological) manifold or polyhedron M is tame in M, if, for every point x 2 P, there is a triangulation of P containing x as a vertex and a triangulation of a neighborhood of x in M containing the star of x in P as a subcomplex. A subset A of a (topological) manifold or a polyhedron M is tame if it can be moved o of any tame 2-complex Q in M with an arbitrarily small isotopy of M supported in a neighborhood of A \ Q. In Stanko's terminology 17], the demension of A is the same as dimA. As a consequence, A can be moved o of any tame polyhedron P, provided dim P +dim A < dim M. (See 1], 17], and, especially 7] for an excellent discussion of \demension theory".) A codimension 3 restriction is implied in this de nition when M is a manifold. If M is a polyhedron, a codimension 3 restriction on each essential stratum of M is implied. If M is a manifold and dimM 5, then tameness of A M is equivalent to the embedding A being 1-LCC in M 1, 18]. We will want to extend this notion to certain codimension 2 subsets of a manifold. If f : A ! B is a map, then we set S f = fx 2 A : f ?1 f(x) 6 = xg. This is not the usual de nition of the singular set of a map, one normally would de ne it as the closure of the set S f de ned above, but it will serve us better in this paper.
Although the results of this section are stated for mappings between compacta, they are easily extended to locally compact spaces provided the maps are proper (that is, inverse images of compact sets are compact). To see the \moreover" part, start with contractibility functions T for Y and T 0 for X, > 0, and > 0. Get sequences 0 < = 0 < 1 < < k = and 0 < 1 < < k < k+1 = such that T( i?1 ) < i , T 0 ( i ) < i+1 , and f takes sets of diameter < i to sets of diameter < i , i = 1; 2; : : : ; k. Choose a neighborhood W of Z in B such that f ?1 (x) < for z 2 W, and choose su ciently small so that, for some subpolyhedron Q 0 Q, Z ?1 (Q 0 ) W.
We may also choose so that diam( f) ?1 (z) < for all z 2 Q 0 . We then choose small enough so that (f ?1 (z)) has diameter < for all z 2 Q 0 . During the inductive process in which we map C, the mapping cylinder of f, into Y , and D the reduced mapping cylinder of into X, use the local contractibility mappings on Y and X, respectively, instead of the connectivity of f to map the submapping cylinder of C over Q 0 into Y and the corresponding submapping cylinder D into X. We can make the image of the bers of the mapping cylinder E in Y arbitrarily small, so that the image of the composite bers over Q 0 of the composite E P C can be made < . Finally, these bers are approximations of the bers of C over Q 0 . We deal with the bers of D over Q 0 in X similarly.
The following statement is a corollary to the proof of Proposition 2.2. De nition 2.6. By a pseudo-isotopy of a space M, we mean a homotopy H t : M ! M, t 2 I, such that H t is a homeomorphism for 0 t < 1.
Observe that the mapping cylinder C of a map f : A ! B has a natural \linear" homotopy h t : C ! C, t 2 I, with h 0 = id, that shrinks each mapping cylinder ber ?1 (y) to y, y 2 B. Lemma 2.7. Suppose that f : A ! B is a mapping between compact spaces, with mapping cylinder C and mapping cylinder projection : C ! B, and suppose that C M is a tame embedding of C into a manifold M, dim M ? dim A 3. Given > 0 and a neighborhood U of C r B, there is a pseudo-isotopy H t of M, t 2 I, such that We will call the homotopy H t , t 2 I, of X a strict homotopy -shrinking of C to B in U rel M.
We will want to apply the shrinking lemmas to shrink C jto B \a little at a time". To set this up, we will need some additional notation.
Given g: C ! X and > 0, de ne an -layering of C (relative to g) to be a sequence of maps 0 ; : : : ; `: A ! I such that (a) 0 (x) = 1 1 (x) : : :
For a given layering of C, call C j] = f(x; j (x)) : x 2 Ag the jth slice, 0 j `, and C j ? 1; j] = f(x; t) 2 A I : j (x) t j?1 (x)g the jth layer, 1 j `. We conclude this section with a statement of the main result of 2] and two of its consequences that will be useful in the present work. (See also 20].) Theorem 2.9 ( 2] ). Suppose that X an n-gm with the DDP, n 5, P and Q are polyhedra of dimensions p and q, respectively, and f : P ! X and g: Q ! X are maps. The f and g can be approximated by maps f 0 and g 0 such that
(1) dim f 0 (P) \ g 0 (Q) p + q ? n, (2) f 0 (P) and/or g 0 (Q) is 1-LCC in X if n ? p 3 and/or n ? q 3, and (3) f 0 (P) \ g 0 (Q) is 1-LCC in X if p + q ? n n ? 3. Proof. Apply Corollary 2.10 to an inverse system of polyhedra converging to P.
A Special Case
In this section, we apply the shrinking lemmas of section 2 to describe our main geometric construction. The arguments will demonstrate that, in this range of dimensions, a Whitney Trick can be made to work for mappings into a generalized manifold with the DDP without the extra complications arising when mapping cylinders over singularities do not embed by virtue of general position alone.
The Main Construction. Let X n , n 5, be a compact n-gm with the DDP and M a closed PL m-manifold, 3m 2n ? 3 We may assume m 3 (and n 6); otherwise, the general position results of 2] apply directly. Since 2(k + 1) + 1 m, we may also assume that FjC r is a tame embedding for each r > 0. By Corollary 2.11 we may assume that FjD r is a 1-LCC embedding for each r > 0. Proof. In order to simplify the notation, we shall drop the F and identify C with F(C) (although F most likely will not be a homeomorphism!).
First, the fact that C is usc follows easily from properties of F and the fact that ff ?1 (x) : x 2 f(M)g is usc.
Let p: M ! M=C be the quotient map. Given > 0, we will nd an i 1, with = 1=i < , and an ambient isotopy H t : M ! M, 0 t 1, such that We now wish to perform a shrinking in X that will provide the improvement on the connectivity of f. The collection D = f ?1 (z); z 2 Zg, together with the remaining points of X, forms a usc decomposition of X. Although we don't know, at least at this time, how to isotopically shrink this decomposition of X, Lemma 2.8 will provide a homotopy of f to the desired f 0 at the expense of introducing new singularities, whose sizes we are able to control. Observe that the reduced mapping cylinder D of : C ! Z (mod S) is, in a natural way, ( ber-wise) homeomorphic to the unreduced mapping cylinder C of . There is also another copy of C in C , namely, the submapping cylinder of C over S. The union of these two copies of C forms the image of C in the quotient of C that gives D. We wish to use the mapping cylinder parameter of the unreduced mapping cylinder to shrink the bers of D. Drop the F and identify C with F(C ) as before.
Recall that C = C I= where (c; 1) (c). The neighborhoods in which the shrinking takes place in X are chosen small enough so that their point-inverses under f are close enough to a ber ?1 (z) of C so that the shrinking isotopy H t of M moves them into the =2-neighborhood of H 1 ( ?1 (z)).
Apply this process inductively over Z 1=k , k = 1; 2; : : :, introducing new singularities of diameter < =2 k in M. In the limit we produce a homotopy of X with the desired properties.
Apply Assertions 3.1 and 3.2 inductively to get a sequence of maps ff i , i 0g of M to X with smaller and smaller point-inverses. Our assumptions guarantee that the homotopies from f i?1 to f i , from the second stage on, will be controlled not only over the quotient spaces, but over M and X as well. The Bing Shrinking Criterion will ensure that the sequence will converge to an embedding of M in X (homotopic to f). The 1-LCC condition is obtained by avoiding a dense set of embeddings of 1-LCC 2-cells in X as in 2].
This concludes the Main Construction. One easily establishes versions for manifolds with boundary. If fj@M is an embedding, then the bers of C meet @M in at most one point. Instead of working with the mapping cylinder C over the singularities, use the reduced mapping cylinder (mod f ?1 (Z)\@M). This allows us to shrink the decompositions of M keeping @M xed. In X, reduce the mapping cylinder D over Z \ f(@M). This allows us to homotopically shrink the decompositions of X keeping f(@M) xed. If fj@M is not an embedding, apply the process to @M rst to get f to be an embedding on @M.
Theorem 3.3. Let X n , n 5, be a compact n-gm with the DDP, (M; @M) a compact PL m-manifold with boundary, 3m 2n?3, and f : M ! X a (2m?n+1)-connected map such that fj@M is (2m ? n ? 1)-connected. Then f is homotopic to a 1-LCC embedding f 0 : M ! X. Moreover, if fj@M is an embedding, then we can get f 0 j@M = fj@M.
The arguments presented also yield a controlled version of this result. Proof. Given > 0 it is not di cult to get a map : A ! P, where P is a kdimensional polyhedron and a map g: P I ! M such that g is -homotopic to g ( id). Without loss of generality, g is an immersion whose singular set meets each x I P I in at most one point and whose restriction to each P ftg is an embedding for all t 2 I. Let W be a regular neighborhood of g(P I) that pulls back to an abstract (2k-dimensional) regular neighborhood W of P I, and let G: W ! W be the associated immersion. There is an isotopy of W (collar on @W) taking P f0g into @W. Regular neighborhood theory then implies that W = N I, where N is an abstract (2k ? 1)-dimensional regular neighborhood of P, and that a relative regular neighborhood N of P I, rel P f0; 1g satis es (N; P I) = (N; P) I. Thus, we have an immersion GjN I : N I ! M extending g. We may assume that GjN ftg is an embedding for all t 2 I.
The map g : A ! g(P) G(N f0g) can be approximated by a tame embedding : A ! G(N f0g). Pull except that F is an immersion on compact submapping cylinders of C and has no singularities mapping to @M. Use Corollary 4.2 to remove the singularities. The rest of the proof follows from the Main Construction without change.
General Position Revisited
The general position results of 2] allow an adjustment of a map f : M ! X so that the singular set S f = fx 2 M : f ?1 f(x) 6 = xg has dimension 2m ? n (Corollary 2.10). The next lemma shows how to reduce singularities to compacta of the expected dimension.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that X n , n 5, is an n-gm with the DDP, M m is a compact PL m-manifold, 3m 2n ? 2, and f : M ! X is a map. Then f can be approximated by a map f 0 such that C`(S f ) is a tame, compact subset of M of dimension 2n ? m, f(M) is a 1-LCC compactum in X of dimension m, and dim(f 0 (C`(S f 0 ))) 2n ? m.
Proof. Given > 0, choose > 0 and > 0 as in Corollary 2.3. Use Theorem 2.9 to get f in general position. Set S = S f , Z = f(S), and, for any r > 0, let Z r = fz 2 Z : diamf ?1 (z) rg and S r = f ?1 (Z r ). Let S 0 = C`(f ?1 (Z =2 rZ =3 )\ f ?1 (Z =3 )), and let Z 0 = f(S 0 ). In general, S 0 might not be a complete inverse set. Now apply the Main Construction to eliminate the singularities in S 0 . The resulting map f 0 : M ! X will be -homotopic to f, and C`(S f 0 ) is the image of S =2 under a map from M to M that shrinks the mapping cylinder cones over S 0 . Hence, C`(S f 0 ) is a compact set in M of dimension 2m ? n whose image under f 0 also has dimension 2m ? n. Tameness properties follow from the constructions.
As a consequence of this result and the Main Construction, we can establish a Whitney trick for getting PL submanifolds of a generalized manifold of complementary dimensions to be disjoint when the homology conditions are right. First, we establish a transversality theorem. Suppose that X is an oriented, generalized n-manifold and M is an oriented, m-dimensional (topological) submanifold of X. As a last application we extend the transversality argument in Theorem 5.2 to improve singular sets beyond what is provided in Lemma 5.1. The next theorem shows that, in the meta-stable range, we can adjust any map into a n-gm so that its singularities have the same structure as if we were looking at a general positioned mapping to a PL manifold. Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we may assume that C`(S f ) is a compactum of dimension 2m?n tamely embedded in M and that f(M) is 1-LCC in X and has dimension m. An application of Theorem 2.9, together with our dimension restrictions, allows us to assume that f has at most double-point singularities and that n 6. has order k. Then fj S V : S V ! S U is a double cover. Moreover, one can construct nerves (P; P 0 ) of (V; Vjbd S S 1 ) and (Q; Q 0 ) of (U; Ujbd Z Z 1 ) that admit a double cover p: (P; P 0 ) ! (Q; Q 0 ). Working inductively over skeleta of P and Q, we can construct small maps : (S 1 ; bd S S 1 ) ! (P; P 0 ) and : (Z 1 ; bd Z Z 1 ) ! (Q; Q 0 ) such that p = f.
Perform the following construction inductively over Q: Let be a simplex of Q with p ?1 ( ) = 1 2 , where i is a simplex in P, i = 1; 2. If is su ciently small, we may use the Main Construction again to eliminate the singularities over Z 2 , producing a branched set homeomorphic to Z 1 \ Z 2 .
